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lessed Ones, I, Morya, entreat you to my Heart, and in so doing activate
the Will of God in your being so that you might have a greater understanding of the Mission and Divine Plan of your lifestream as you take up
the Torch, becoming a Torch Bearer of e Temple and stepping forth to
proclaim the I AM THAT I AM, the I AM Faith of the Sons and Daughters
of God on the Earth. You, Beloved, are becoming the Christ, wearing the
garment of the Virtues of the Christ, exhibiting the God Qualities of your
own Mighty I AM Presence. You follow in the footsteps of those who have
led the way into unknown areas, the record brought forth by the Messengers,
by the writings of old, by those Akashic Records that have exhibited for you
the right course, the right action, the right determination, the touchstone of
your true identity, of the consciousness of the Ascended Master Vibration.
As I awaited the playing of the musical meditation and the lowering of my
Radiation and Presence into your midst, I, too, was visited by one of my teachers, Lord Himalaya, reminding Me that there were times when even Himalaya
had to send forth an overwhelming Ray of the Power of God engendering
the Blue Flame in my world and bringing forth the understanding of what
was intended by the Will of God, reminding Me how that enacting of the
Flame of my own God Presence would take Me into my adeptship, allowing
for the wonderful opportunities to leave a record, to teach, to instruct, and
to give to each of you a part of Myself so that you might have the tangible
representation of what is truly the Will of God.
Bringing Forth a New Activity
It is no small matter to undertake the bringing forth of a new Activity
that represents the Ascended Masters in the Earth. It is fraught with all manner of considerations. Do We have Messengers that We can trust, who will
uphold the Law, who will have their steadfast attention riveted upon their
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own God Presence and the Ascended Masters? Will their ear be upturned
sufficiently to hear the slightest shift by the Karmic Board, by the Cosmic
Councils, by the Darjeeling Council and, yes, by the Flame of El Morya?
Will there be a response to the slightest turn in direction, or will there constantly be a tug of war, a reticence that would hinder and keep the Activity
from moving forward? Oh, so many considerations!
Are there lifestreams sufficient in number who will respond to the inner
call of their God Presence to take up the Torch and assist? Will they be able
to set aside those areas of life that have so captivated their attention away
from their God Presence and the course of their own Mission? Will they be
able to galvanize the Will of God in their being and be the support to the
Ascended Masters that is required?
Are the lightbearers of the Earth consciously prepared? Has there been
sufficient leavening of the vibration of the consciousness of the Sons and
Daughters of God to receive a new thrust, a new sense of purpose, a new
understanding of Life, a new awareness of their true identity? Are they ready
to have the very foundation beneath them shaken as this new awareness,
strips away the patina, the illusions and the maya woven by their willing and
wishing through human effluvia?
Are they ready to stand steadfast and tall and receive the understanding
of the Mighty I AM, the Light of God, the Purity of God? Are they ready
to put away the maya and illusion of their earthly incarnations fabricated
from misqualifications, and step forthrightly and boldly to put on the garment of the Christ? at garment is woven through the virtues exhibited
by the Saints of old — delineated in time and space by trial and error for
many, and for some these virtues are taught by the Ascended Masters through
their Messengers. Such vibration reverberating round the Earth will bring
greater understanding of the true Laws of God, the Cosmic Law that cannot be overturned, cannot be changed, for it is the very foundation of all
that exists. Are the lightbearers ready to know the true foundation of Life,
to have the Chalice woven by the Light and filled with the Love sufficient to
bring forth the Golden Age?
The Mantles of the Messengers
When the Karmic Board and the Cosmic Councils deliberate, ey look
at the Causal Bodies and Akashic Records of all those who will be intimately
involved. First and foremost they consider the Messengers to anoint. Are they
up to the task? Most assuredly, this is a primary concern. For We cannot have
an Activity without those at the helm establishing the tone, the vibration,
the resonance of the Light of God sufficient to galvanize the Heart Flames
of those lifestreams who are to come, who are to be a part of this Activity,
and who will elect to raise up the Torch of their own Heart Flame so that it
can be seen the world round.
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is Activity of e Temple, Beloved, was indeed ratified by the Karmic
Board. e Messengers that you have in the persons of Monroe and Carolyn
carry our Flame. ey carry my Torch. ey carry the Torch of Saint Germain,
of the Maha Chohan, of the Mother of the World, and, most assuredly, my
own Beloved Goddess of Light. ey carry the Sword of Archangel Michael
and the Ruby Heart of Beloved Nada. ey have been well trained. ey
have been tested beyond measure. ey have passed their tests, and they
have awakened to the understanding of what it means to bring in a Golden
Age. ey have been taught sufficiently at inner levels to bring forth to you
an understanding of Cosmic Law even higher than you are required by Law
to attain in order to win your Ascension.
Requirements for Your Ascension
Do you understand what I have just said? For you to gain your Ascension
there are certain requirements of the Law necessary for you to fulfill: balance
more than half, fifty-one percent, of your own karma; grasp the understanding of each of the Seven Rays; put on the garment of the Christ; and, most
assuredly, integrate into the fulfillment of your Divine Plan that Mission
which your God Presence vowed you would accomplish. You together — you
and your Presence as One Being — vowed before the Altar of the Almighty
that you would perform the perfect work at the right time and in the place
provided, for you too have within your consciousness the ability to attain to
that which you are required by the Law to accomplish.
ere is likewise the necessity to reach higher. For you to accelerate to a
higher state of awareness, the Messengers must hold high for you that attunement, that certain vibration of the Ascended Master Consciousness. is will
set in motion a magnet of Ascended Master Fire so that you might continue
to reach high, to reach for the Star of your own God Presence. e desire of
the Brotherhood is to convey the understanding of what it means to stand
in the Earth and yet know that absolute Perfection at inner levels is alive, is
functioning to the highest degree of the Mind of God, sending forth Rays
of God Consciousness to affect the world. e Core of your being must hold
the elemental essence tethered for you to keep your physical body for the
completion of your mission in this life. All these things are lavished upon
you, Beloved, because there is Cosmic Law, because there is this immovable
Foundation where you are upheld by the working of the Mind of God, the
Heart of God, the Light and Love of God.
As your attention to these highest planes of consciousness is held there by
the Messengers, you are able to continue to soar, to soar to heights without
limitation. is, Beloved, will take you beyond where you have ever thought
or imagined possible once you have touched the Heart Flame of the Mighty
I AM, once you have allowed for the Light of the God Presence to be in
command of your lifestream, once you have proven that you can be tested
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with greater initiations, once your own God Presence can trust that having
given its Light, that Light will be used wisely and will not be squandered,
will not be misused, nor will there be any harm to other parts of life. en
you, Beloved, will be entrusted with greater increments of Light. You will
have the Power necessary within your own Electronic Body of the I AM sufficient to change the world!
Upon the day of your Ascension, given the attainment that you are able
to garner while in incarnation, there is no limit to what can be accomplished
by your lifestream as the Ascended Master, the Ascended Being magnified
with the fullness of all that God has to give.
What remains in the Ascended State are the positive momentum that
you have already garnered while in the physical body. e momentums that
you garner now and have garnered throughout your many incarnations will
determine, upon your Ascension, the virtues and capabilities stored within
your Causal Body ready to be activated, ready to be put into the fullness of
the use that is determined by your God Presence or the collective Wisdom
of the Ascended Masters.
is is why some have far greater responsibility immediately upon ascending than do others. For, lifetime after lifetime, these stalwart ones have
accumulated momentums of God-Good, momentums of stored, perfected
Light and God Consciousness, enabling their own God Presence to accelerate them into greater opportunity.
So, as you can see, Beloved, for the Karmic Board and Cosmic Councils
to come forth with a new Activity, to bring forth the Ascended Master
instruction, requires much. e balance is held by those Ascended Ones
who signify that, yes, ey will make up the difference should there be any
lack among the Sons and Daughters of God. ey will take on the karmic
responsibility for the outcome.
Fulfilling Your Responsibility
Do you not see what a great trust this places in your lifestream? Surely
the Messengers have been tested. ey know exactly what to expect. What
remains is: Will there be the support of the Sons and Daughters of God
sufficient to rally round the Pillar of Light that is lowered by the Ascended
Masters for the "Work of the Ages" to come forth?
Each of you has a Responsibility. Many of you have already accomplished
a great portion of that Responsibility. Many of you are yet to even recognize
that you have a calling, that there is within your own Heart Flame a Divine
Direction yet to be revealed for your participation in the Masters’ work through
e Temple. And then there are those who have heard the call. ey have
recognized what it means to have the stirring within their members of the
anticipation, of the soaring of the Light and yet, because of untransmuted
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karma in their own world, because of untransmuted scars, disappointments,
human questioning and all manner of doubt, there has been reticence and
procrastination that has not allowed them to answer that which they already
have heard and recognized. I must tell you this is a great travesty indeed, for
where one first recognizes and then denies the Voice of their God Presence,
there is gravity with such a denial.
Your own God Presence desires to trust that when the Light is sent forth,
when the command goes forth, that the Light will connect at every level of
your conscious awareness, and you will confirm that you understand. It is
the desire of your God Presence that you can be trusted to act upon each
prompting, to engage in that Light, to weigh the Christ Discrimination and
then move with the Light. You can only deny that inner calling a few times,
and I say a few because I know well the workings of the Mighty I AM.
Do not find yourself putting off your response, or worse, never responding, always doubting and always questioning that which you know within
your Heart, for you may find that the last call has already passed and you
must wait until the next incarnation to perhaps rediscover this momentum,
this charge of Light, this very opportunity. You see, Beloved, there are certain definite cycles of opportunity that are set in motion at the beginning of
every lifetime for each individual and, yes, for Activities of Light sponsored
by the Ascended Masters. ose opportunities must be acted upon in the
right time and space to ensure the fullness of your foundation. Oppotunities
build one upon another, and thus you raise the victorious accomplishments
of earlier opportunities.
I can tell you surely that the foundation of e Temple of e Presence
is well established. It is in place, and We are most grateful indeed. We have
continued to applaud your efforts. But just as We applaud them, We prod
you on, for you cannot stop at any plateau. You must strive and move on. For
with every plateau a new foundation is established, and there comes greater
Responsibility. You gain the Authority over that which you have already
accomplished, but with that comes the Responsibility to do more, to push
beyond, to utilize all of the talents that you have garnered, to not become
lazy or permit lethargy to stifle the very expansion that you desire.
The Expansion of Coeur de Lión
I spoke with you recently regarding the expansion of the Heart Center,
Coeur de Lión. ere were some who said, “Yes, I can come for three months.
I can come for six months!” Perhaps I did not make myself clear. ere are
those who can indeed come only for short periods because they have such
weighty responsibilities and karmic entanglements in the world that do not
allow them the freedom to come for longer periods of time. But for those
of you who have the ability, I say, “Come!” Do not put a limitation on your
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Service. Do not put a limitation on your attainment or your ability to garner
the Light. For each time you put a limitation on your lifestream your God
Presence says, “Oh, deep down my child does not believe or think they are
capable. erefore, I see my Beloved in embodiment will not accomplish my
Divine Plan for them because they will stop short of the mark, hence they
will not be victorious.”
It is my great Joy to have two Messengers who know no limitations. ey
are prudent. ey take measured steps in accordance with the Divine Plan as
it is revealed by the Ascended Masters, but there is no limitation to what e
Temple of e Presence can accomplish. ere is no limitation to what each
one of you is able to accomplish, for the Messengers understand the Mighty
I AM. ey understand the Ascended Masters are at the helm. And when
you have the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood as the foundation
and support of an outer Activity, you most assuredly have the wealth, the
wherewithal, and the Power of God to accomplish the task at hand.
What remains to be determined is this: Are the Chalices of you, the students of the Light, prepared? Are they upraised? Have you been tried in the
fiery crucible? Have you desired sufficiently the Light of your God Presence
so that you will be safely anchored in the Will of God? You must not go off
on some far-off tangent, but you must have the fullness of the understanding
of what is the true nature of your Mission. It is the opportunity that you are
given by your God Presence, by the Ascended Masters and, most assuredly,
by the Karmic Board to accomplish great things as the collective body of
the Ecclesia1 of e Temple.
The Temple Victorious
I trust that you will understand that the individuality of your attainment
operates within the greater whole of the Ecclesia and of e Temple victorious. It is not dependent on one or two individuals, but on the many. Why
else would the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood ratify a new
Activity? Why not allow the students of previous activities, wont to follow the
star of their own making, to wander? Have you not considered what would
occur without benefit of this Activity, this rising Star of the Light of God
holding fast to the Purity, to the Fire, reminding the Sons and Daughters of
God ever so constantly of what is required to accomplish all the great and
glorious victories that are at hand?
Who will hold fast if not the mouthpiece of the Lord, the Anointed
Messengers of the Entire Spirit of the Great White Brotherhood? It is required,
and it will be required all the way to the Golden Age, for even when the
Golden Age is established on the Earth, when everyone is upholding the
Light of their God Presence and wearing the garment of their Holy Christ
Self, there will be those Ascended Masters standing among the Sons and
Daughters of God, radiating the Tone and the Vibration of the Almighty.

1 The Ecclesia is the collective community of Torch Bearers.
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Yes, the Altars of the Great Central Sun will come closer because there
will be Cosmic and Ascended Beings standing in the Earth as the touchstone
of an even higher vibration. So for those who think they are going to escape
Hierarchy, you have another thought coming. For when you awaken to the
true reality of who you are as the Mighty I AM, as the Holy Christ Self, as
the God-Free Being standing in the Earth, you will understand how great
and glorious is the fabric of God as Hierarchy. It is only where the human ego
still remains at the helm that you find those who denounce the Brotherhood
and its work as Hierarchy in the Earth.
As you elect to put on more of the garment of your Holy Christ Self, as
you transmute more of the records of returning karma and your own making of the human creation around you, you will discover, Beloved, that the
world begins to look different to you. ere is new joy ever present. ere is
beauty all around. You no longer see the Earth encrusted, dry and withering
away, but abundant, ever resurrecting, just as you are ever resurrecting.
The Will of God Is Anchored in the Earth
It is my great Joy to address you tonight as the Chief of the Darjeeling
Council, to share with you the understanding of this glorious Path, to share
among the Individualized I AM Presences, who are incarnated in the Earth
as the Sons and Daughters of God, the fabric of the Divine Plan for the
lightbearers of the Earth.
As I stand in the Earth this night, with the assistance of Lord Himalaya,
of the Great Divine Director, and of all of the Manus of the Root Races, We
anchor in the Earth an even closer tangibility of the Will of God and the
Divine Plan for the Sons and Daughters of God to bring forth the Golden
Age. We have elected so to do upon this glorious occasion of the Anniversary
of our bringing forth e Temple of e Presence so that you might understand that every aspect of your involvement in the work that supports the
Ascended Masters and the work of e Temple is allowing for this Divine
Plan to come into fruition and to be a tangible reality in the Earth.
Allow for this Blue Fire of the Divine Plan of Earth to establish the
Golden Age. Allow for your God Presence to fulfill its Fiery Destiny and to
accomplish the fullness of your own individual divine Mission. Allow for
the antakarana of Light to be lowered into every molecule, every cell of your
bodies, every flower, blade of grass and speck of dust upon the Earth so that
all might respond to the Light of God that is truly the Holy Will of God.
is Light, Beloved, is saturating the Earth as I speak. It is moving into
every crack and crevice of the Earth, in, through and around your own
vehicles of consciousness, and it is a work that will not be stopped by any
form of negativity, for the Power of God is at work.
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is has been facilitated by the Ruby Ray action of the Heart of Nada
and the Karmic Board who prepared the way for this lowering. I trust that in
the days to follow every Son and Daughter of God within the sound of my
voice, and who will hear this address, will take to Heart those commitments
of their lifestream, their time, their responsibilities, and evaluate what is the
Will of God for them personally and what is to become of Saint Germain's
Golden Age. Will you fulfill your Fiery Destiny and the point of Light that
you are required to uphold for the Golden Age to come?
is Light, Beloved, will continue over the next twenty-four hours, and
will continue on, forming the foundation of the Will of God for this Activity,
for this generation and generations to come. Hold fast to your Harmony so
that it will not be displaced because of agitation in your world, since you are
so unaccustomed to this Fire. e Light of God is at work, and I, Morya, in
the full Power of God, decree it so!
As you celebrate this anniversary of the Karmic Board’s Dispensation for
e Temple of e Presence, mark this as a day when you remember well
the Divine Plan for the Earth being lowered once more into closer proximity. Mark well the Will of God at work through the Heart of the Chohan
of the First Ray!
I now seal each one in the envelope of the protection of the Will of God
with the Sword Excalibur and the Shield of my Heart.
IT IS DONE!

El Morya
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